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Diblock copolymers in the melt exhibit order–disorder phase transitions~ODT!, which are
accompanied by strong concentration fluctuations. These transitions are generally described in terms
of the random phase approximation~RPA! of Leibler and Fredrickson, which is able to explain
small angle scattering results in the neighborhood of the ODT, in particular around the correlation
peak atq* . The RPA theory has been extended to include dynamical phenomena, predicting the
short time relaxation of the dynamic structure factor in polymeric multicomponent systems. We
report small angle neutron scattering and neutron spin echo experiments on polyethylene–
block-polyethylethylene ~PE-PEE! and poly~ethylene-propylene!–block-polyethylethylene
~PEP-PEE! copolymers with molecular weights of 16.500 and 68.000 g/mol, which explore the
structure and dynamics of these block copolymers. Studying melts with different hydrogen/
deuterium labeling it was possible to observe experimentally the different relaxation modes of such
systems separately. In particular the collective relaxation behavior as well as the single chain motion
were accessed. The experimental results were quantitatively compared with the RPA predictions,
which were based solely on the dynamical properties of the corresponding homopolymers and the
static structure factors. The collective dynamics exhibits an unanticipated fast relaxation mode. This
mode is most visible at low wave numbers (q>q* ) but extends to length scales considerably
shorter than the radius of gyration. Furthermore, the dynamical RPA yields expressions for the
mobilities of chain segments in the block copolymer melt. These combination rules are at variance
with the experimental findings for the single chain dynamics, while they hold for the collective
response. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!52120-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Diblock copolymers represent an important and interest-
ing class of polymeric materials which are studied presently
by quite a large number of research groups. Up to now, most
of the scientific interest has been devoted to static properties
and to the identification of the relevant parameters control-
ling thermodynamical properties and thus morphologies.1–4

All these studies have allowed for improvements to the ran-
dom phase approximation~RPA! theory first developed by
Leibler.5 In particular, the role of theconcentration fluctua-
tions which occur and accompany the order–disorder transi-
tion is studied.6–8

These concentration fluctuations which are pivotal to the
phase transitions in block copolymer melts are dynamic in
nature. They lead to a renormalization of the relevant inter-
action parameters and are thought to be responsible for the
induction of the first-order nature of the phase transition.6–10

Such fluctuations are better studied in dynamic experiments.
Thus, recently one observes an increasing interest in diblock
copolymer dynamics. These dynamical properties are ana-
lyzed through experimental, theoretical,11,12 and computer
simulation approaches13,14 with the aim of determining the
main features of diblock copolymer dynamics in comparison
to homopolymer dynamics. There are three main issues.

~1! The first issue concerns the relation between the dynam-
ics of a diblock copolymer and that of the homopolymers
composing the diblock chains. Is it possible to under-
stand the single chain and collective dynamics of A–B
diblock copolymer chains from the dynamics of the ho-
mopolymers A and B?

~2! The second main point concerns the concentration fluc-
tuations and the influence of the order–disorder transi-
tion ~ODT! on these fluctuations.

~3! The third relates to the dynamics of the chain segments
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located close to the interface between the blocks. Is there
some particular interface dynamics?

By analogy with the RPA describing the static proper-
ties, a dynamic RPA theory was developed.15 This theory
describes the response functions of composite polymer sys-
tems using the single chain dynamics of the corresponding
homopolymers and the static structure factors as input. The
main prediction concerns the dynamics of concentration fluc-
tuations~collective dynamics! which display a critical slow-
ing down around wave numbersq* ;1/Rg in the neighbor-
hood of the ODT,Rg being the radius of gyration.

Most of experiments made on block copolymer dynam-
ics have been designed to test the validity and the limits of
this dynamic RPA approach.16,17 They have investigated the
diffusive motions of the block copolymer chains, which oc-
cur at length scales larger than the radius of gyration (q
,1/Rg). These experiments were performed using light
scattering18–21 and photon correlation spectroscopy;22 most
of them were made on block copolymers in solution since
melts are generally beyond the scope of dynamic light scat-
tering experiments. Furthermore, such techniques do not al-
low to observe the single chain dynamics in a melt. There are
also experiments dealing with the reptation motions in block
copolymers.23,24

In this work, we approach two of the three issues con-
cerning block copolymer dynamics. We present investiga-
tions on the dynamics of diblock copolymer melts at length
scales smaller than the radius of gyration of the chains (q
.1/Rg) and at a time scale where entanglement effects are
negligible. Both the single chain and collective dynamics are
analyzed and compared to the dynamics of the corresponding
homopolymers. A quantitative comparison of the experimen-
tal results with the RPA predictions is made. Finally, the
influence of the concentration fluctuations is analyzed. A
comparatively fast relaxation process is observed at a length
scale where the RPA theory predicts a slowing down of the
concentration fluctuations.

This article is arranged as follows: The main features of
the static and dynamic RPA theory are presented in Sec. II.
Section III reports the results obtained by small angle neu-
tron scattering~SANS! and neutron spin echo spectroscopy
which are compared to the RPA predictions in Sec. IV. The
difference between single chain and collective dynamics in
relation with the theoretical predictions are discussed in Sec.
V. Finally the concluding remarks constitute Sec. VI.

II. THEORY

In this section, we present the multicomponent random
phase approximation~RPA! approach developed by Akcasu
et al.15 for the calculation of S(q,t) of incompressible
diblock copolymer mixtures. The theoretical foundations for
the calculations ofS(q,t) for a single chain in the Rouse
model are briefly recalled.

A. Multicomponent random phase approximation

We consider an incompressible (m11) multicomponent
mixture of polymers consisting ofm different types of poly-
mer chains within a matrix referred to as ‘‘o. ’’ Components

thereby may be either homopolymers of a given chemical
species or, e.g., homopolymer sections in block copolymers.
Hydrogenated and deuterated species of the same homopoly-
mer are considered as different components. In this context a
diblock copolymer is a two-component polymer system. A
mixture of partially protonated diblock chains hA–dB with
deuterated diblock chains consequently is regarded as a four-
component system. The present work concerns such four-
component systems.

We denote the fluctuations of the number density of the
monomers of componentj at a pointrI and at a timet as
r j (rI ,t). With this definition we havêr j (rI ,t)&50.

Now we introduce the Hamiltonian of the systemH and
add an external potentialV(t),

VI ~ t !5E d3rIrI 1~rI !U~rI ,t !, ~1!

where rI (rI )5col@r1(rI ),r2(rI ), . . . .,rm(r ),ro(rI )#, rI 1(rI ) is
the Hermitian conjugate ofrI (rI ) andU(ArI ,t) is an external
time-dependent potential coupled to the density of the mono-
mers.

In the linear response theory25 the Fourier–Laplace
transform of the mean of the number densityr̄(r ,s) is ex-
pressed as

rĪ ~r ,s!52x= ~q,s!UI ~q,s!, ~2!

wherex= (q,s) is the (m11)* (m11) dynamic response ma-
trix. In order to proceed further we split the Hamiltonian into
two parts,H5H01H1 . H0 is the Hamiltonian of the bare
system. In this reference system the interactions among the
monomers are removed but the chain connectivity is pre-
served.H1 is the part of the Hamiltonian that describes the
interactionsWi j (r ) between monomers in the system and the
incompressibility constraints. These are taken into account
by a Lagrange multiplieru(r ,t) which may be considered as
an external potential which couples to all monomers equally
such that the perturbed average of the total density is zero.

For H1 results

H15E d3rI rI ~rI !uI ~rI ,t !1E d3rIrI 1~rI !E dr8 W= ~rI2rI !rĪ ~rI8!.

~3!

We treatH1 as perturbation, insert into Eq.~2!, and obtain

rĪ ~q,s!52x= 0~q,s!@UI ~q,s!1u~q,s!EI 1W= ~q,s!rĪ ~q,s!, ~4!

with the boundary conditionEI Tr̄I (r ,s)50, whereEI is a col-
umn matrix with all elements51.

Now one may either eliminateu(q,s) directly using the
boundary conditionETr̄(r ,s)50, or one may use the matrix
component ‘‘0’’ in order to fulfill the incompressibility con-
straint. For that purpose we have to assume that ‘‘0’’ is not
coupled to other components in the bare system~x0i

0 50 for
iÞ0!. Thenu(q,s) can be expressed in terms of the matrix
response

u~q,s!5
2 r̄0~q,s!

x00
0 ~q,s!

2U0~q,s!2(
j 51

m

W0 j~q!r̄ j~q,s!.

~5!

Substitutingu(q,s) into Eq. ~4! we find
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rĪ ~q,s!52x= 0~q,s!@UI ~q,s!1kBTn= ~q,s!rĪ ~q,s!#. ~6!

The excluded volume matrix defined by Eq.~6! has the
following elements:

n i i ~q,s!5
1

kBTx00
0 ~q,s!

22k i0~q!,

~7!

n i j ~q,s!5
1

kBTx00
0 ~q,s!

1k i j ~q!2k i0~q!2k j 0~q!,

where

k i j ~q!5
1

kBT FWi j ~q!2
1

2
@Wii ~q!2Wj j ~q!#G .

k i j is the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter between thei
and j monomers. In Eq.~6!, the matrices have a dimension
(m)* (m). We note that thes dependence of the excluded
volume matrix is solely determined by the contribution of the
bare susceptibilityx00

0 (q,s) from the matrix component. Fi-
nally, combining Eq.~6! with Eq. ~2! the response function
in the interacting system is given by

x= ~q,s!5@ I=1kTx= 0~q,s!n= ~q,s!#21x= 0~q,s!, ~8!

where I= is the unit matrix. Fors50, we obtain the static
response functionx= (q),

x= ~q!5@ I=1kTx= 0~q!n= ~q!#21x= 0~q!

or ~9!

1

x= ~q!
5

1

x= 0~q!
1kTn= ~q!.

Equations~8! and~9! are the basic results needed in order to
calculate the static and dynamic structure factorsS= (q) and
S= (q,t), respectively.

B. Static scattering function

According to the linear response theory,25 the static scat-
tering functionS(q) relates to the static response function
x= (q),

x= ~q!5
1

kBTV
S= ~q!, ~10!

with V the volume of the system. This relation also holds
betweenx= 0(q) andS= 0(q). From Eq.~9! the basic result of
RPA for the static structure factor matrix immediately fol-
lows:

1

S= ~q!
5

1

S= 0~q!
1n= ~q!. ~11!

For an A–B diblock copolymer system, Eq.~11! yields
for the partial structure factorsSi j (q),

Saa~q!5Sbb

52Sab5
~Saa

0 Sbb
0 2Sab

02
!

Saa
0 1Sbb

0 12Sab
0 22k~Saa

0 Sbb
0 2Sab

02
!
. ~12!

For the limit of long chains and equal segment lengths
within the two blocks, the bare static structure factorsSi j

0 (q)
can be expressed in terms of Debye functionsg( f ,x),

g~ f ,x!5
2

f 2x2 @ f x1exp~2 f x!21#,

~13!
x5q2Rg

2,

with Rg denoting the radius of gyration of the diblock chain
and f the volume fraction of block A,

S11
0 5f1N f g~ f ,x!,

S22
0 5f2N~12 f !g~12 f ,x!, ~14!

S12
0 5

1

2

Af1f2f ~12 f !N2

f ~12 f !
~g~1,x!2 f 2g~ f ,x!

2~12 f !2g~12 f ,x!!.

Using the notionsD5S11
0 S22

0 2(S12
0 )2 and S5S11

0 1S22
0

12S12
0 we finally arrive at the well-known Leibler equation

of the static structure factor:

S~q!5
D

S22kD
. ~15!

C. Dynamic structure factor

In the frame of linear response theory the dynamic re-
sponse function matrixx= (q,t) is related to the intermediate
dynamic structure factor by

kBTx= ~q,t !52
]

]t
S= ~q,t !. ~16!

The Laplace transformation yields

x= ~q,s!52
b

V
@sS= ~q,s!2S= ~q!#. ~17!

In order to proceed, we have to connect to results from
diffusion theories based on the generalized Langevin equa-
tion. From there the Laplace transformed dynamic structure
factor may be written as

S= ~q,s!5
1

sI=1q2D= ~q,s!
S= ~q!. ~18!

D= (q,s), thereby, stands for aq- ands-dependent generalized
diffusion matrix:

D= ~q,s!5
1

q2 @V= ~q!2f= ~q,s!#, ~19!

whereV= 5 limt→0@]S= (q,t)/]t#S=21(q) is the so-called ‘‘first
cumulant’’ matrix and f= (q,s) a Laplace transformed
memory function, which we will neglect in the following.

With the use of Eq.~18! we may rewrite Eq.~17! and
arrive at

x= ~q,s!5
b

V
q2D= ~q,s!

1

sI=1q2D= ~q,s!
S= ~q!. ~20!
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Equations~20! also holds forx= 0(q,s). Introducing Eq.~20!
both for x= (q,s) andx= 0(q,s) into Eq. ~8! and exploiting Eq.
~11!, we obtain

1

D= ~q,s!S= ~q!
5

1

D= 0~q,s!S= 0~q!
1

q2kBT

V

3
1

s
@n= ~q,s!2n= ~q!#. ~21!

Now we define a generalized mobility matrixm= (q,s)
5 (1/kBT)D= (q,s)S= (q) and we furthermore realize that the
last term in Eq.~21! is solely determined by the bare re-
sponse function of the matrix component Eq.~7!,

n= ~q,s!2n= ~q!5bF 1

x00
0 ~q,s!

2
1

x00
0 ~q!GEE= T, ~22!

with EE= T being a matrix containing 1 at all positions. Now
we apply Eqs.~16!–~18! to the dynamics of the bare matrix
and arrive at a relation between the bare response function
x00

0 (q,s) and the corresponding generalized mobility,

1

x00
0 ~q,s!

5VF 1

q2

s

m00
0 ~q,s!

1
1

bS00
0 ~q!G . ~23!

Using x00
0 (q)5(b/V)S00

0 (q) and inserting Eq.~23! into
Eq. ~22! yields

@n= ~q,s!2n= ~q!#5
V

q2kT

s

m00
0 ~q,s!

EE= T. ~24!

With Eq. ~24! substituted into Eq.~21! we finally arrive
at a RPA equation for the generalized mobility,

1

m= ~q,s!
5

1

m= 0~q,s!
1

1

m00
0 ~q,s!

EE= T. ~25!

With the aid of the Sherman–Morrison formula, Akcasu
and Tombakoglu have inverted Eq.~25! with the result

m= ~q,s!5m= 0~q,s!2
m= 0~q,s!EE= Tm= 0~q,s!

m00
0 ~q,s!1EI Tm= 0~q,s!EI

. ~26!

We note that the first cumulant matrix of Eq.~19! relates
to m(q,s) by

V= ~q!5kTq2m= ~q,s→`!S= ~q!21. ~27!

Furthermore, sincem= (q,s) only depends on bare mobilities,
the interaction terms expressed in terms of the Flory Huggins
parametersk i j do not influence the mobility.

For the case of Rouse dynamics, which only depends on
local friction of the bare mobility matrix,

m i j
0 ~q,s→`!5mi j ~q!5d i j

L i

z i
~28!

is diagonal,z i being the monomeric friction coefficients of
componenti and Li the number of all monomers of this
component in the system. If we normalize to the total num-
ber of all monomers and consider proper different mono-
meric volumes, the resulting mobility matrix elements are
mi j 5(f i /z i) d i j wheref i is the volume fraction of compo-
nent i .

For a time-independent mobility or diffusion matrix Eq.
~18! may be solved easily with the result

S= ~q,t !5(
i

aI i~q!bI i
T~q!e2l i (q)tS= ~q!, ~29!

whereaI i(q) andbI i(q) are the right- and left-hand eigenvec-
tors of the matrixV= with respect to the eigenvaluesl i(q).

The measured intensity in a scattering experiment de-
pends on the scattering length density contrasts of the differ-
ent components ‘‘i ’’ with the respect to the matrix

Ki5
Sbi

v i
2

Sb0

v0
, ~30!

where bi are the scattering lengths of the atoms within a
monomer of component ‘‘i ’’ and v i is the monomer volume,
b0 and v0 denote the same quantities for the matrix. The
measured intensity follows as

I ~q,t !5KI TS= ~q,t !K= , ~31!

whereKI is the vector of the component contrast factorsKi .
Using the component contrast factors we may also give a

general result for the first cumulantG(q) under arbitrary
contrast. Using the definition, we have

G~q!52 lim
t→0

]I ~q,t !

]t

1

I ~q!
5

KI TV= S= ~q!KI

KI TS= ~q!KI
. ~32!

With Eq. ~27! this may also be written as

G~q!5kBTq2
KI Tm= ~q,s→`!KI

KI TS= ~q!KI
. ~33!

D. Results for a diblock copolymer melt and a
mixture of two different diblocks

1. Diblock copolymer

The relaxational motion of a diblock copolymer may be
expressed in terms of two relaxation modes characterized by
the eigenvaluesG1(q) andG2(q) of the first cumulant matrix
V(q) @Eq. ~19!#. Figure 1~a! displays these eigenvalues for a

FIG. 1. ~a! Q dependence of the two eigenvaluesG1(q) ~solid line! and
G2(q) ~dotted line! predicted by a two-component dynamic RPA approach
for the case of an hA–dB labeled diblock copolymer melt. Calculations
were performed withf 50.5, RgA5RgB540 Å, NA5NB5200, k1250.
G1(q) describes the collective mode of diblock copolymer chains.
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symmetric copolymer~f 50.5, Rga5Rgb540 Å, k1250! as
a function ofq. While at highq both eigenvalues are pro-
portional to the momentum transfer to the fourth power
~Rouse regime!, at lowerq eigenvalue~1! becomesq inde-
pendent and eigenvalue~2! displays aq2 dependence. Eigen-
value~2! has no weight and the total structure factor starts to
decay withG1(q),

I ~q,t !5I ~q!e2G1(q)t. ~34!

In our exampleS(q) would be the Leibler structure factor
@Eq. ~15!# and G1(q) describes the collective dynamics of
the diblock copolymer melt. For small momentum transfers
G1(q) may be given analytically,

G1~q!5
q2kBT f~12 f !

N@~12 f !za1 f zb#

3F 3

2q2~Rga
2 1Rgb

2 ! f 2~12 f !222k12NG . ~35!

For k1250 it describes the breathing mode of the diblock,
where the two arms move with respect to a common center
of mass. Atq* for finite k12, G1(q) reaches a minimum
displaying the critical slowing down of the concentration
fluctuations. AtqRg@1 in the Rouse limit we have

G1~q!5
q4Rg

2kBT

2Nz̄
F12

4k12N

q2Rg
2

f ~12 f !G . ~36!

z̄ is an average friction coefficient which describes the col-
lective dynamics and is given byz̄5(12 f )za1 f zb , where
N5Na1Nb and Rg

25Rga
2 1Rgb

2 . The second mode stands
for the center of mass diffusion of the diblock, which is
invisible for the discussed contrast.

2. Mixture of two different diblock copolymers

The dynamics of a four-component polymer mixture is
characterized by four different relaxation modesl1 , . . . ,l4

which—depending on the contrast conditions—appear with
weights w1(q)¯w4(q) in the dynamic structure factor.
These weights depend both on the volume fraction and on
the contrast factorsKi of the components in the mixture. In
the following we will develop the results obtained for a mix-
ture of two kinds of A–B diblock copolymer chains differing
by their labeling. Figure 2~a! displays theq-dependent eigen-
values obtained for symmetric A–B diblock copolymer
chains withNa5Nb , f 50.5, andRga5Rgb540 Å. Due to
the incompressibility constraint the weightw4(q)50, i.e.,

FIG. 2. ~a! Q dependence of the eigenvalues predicted by a four-component RPA approach for a mixture of two kinds of symmetric diblock copolymer chains
differing by their labeling.l1 ~solid line!, l2 ~dash-dotted line!, l3 ~dotted line!. Calculations were performed withf 50.5, RgA5RgB540 Å, NA5NB

5200,k1250. ~b!–~d! present the corresponding weightsv1(q) ~solid line! andv2(q) ~dash-dotted line!, v3(q) ~dotted line! of the eigenvalues plotted in
~a!. They have been calculated for different labeling conditions:~b! mixture of 1% of dA–hB diblock copolymer chains in a dA–dB matrix,~c! mixture of
1% of hA–dB diblock copolymer chains in a dA–dB matrix,~d! mixture of 1% of hA–hB diblock copolymer chains in a dA–dB matrix.
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thel4 mode is invisible. For our example we assume that the
component A is the fastest withzb /za54. The eigenvalues
depend on friction coefficients and the volume fraction of the
components A and B and the radii of gyration of the blocks.
However, they do not depend on the labeling. The observ-
able dynamics of this system results from a weighted
~weightsw1 , w2 , w3 , w4! average of these four eigenvalues
representing relaxation rates.

We now discuss the nature of these relaxation modes.
Thereby, we consider their appearance in the dynamic struc-
ture factor according to different chain labeling. First we
relate to the case of pure hA–dB. This case is described by
the eigenvaluel3(q), which under these conditions is the
only eigenvalue appearing in the dynamic structure factor
@w3(q)[1#. l3(q) corresponds to the collective mode
G1(q) of the diblock copolymer melt discussed above.

As the next case, we discuss a mixture of a small frac-
tion dA–hB diblock chains with dA–dB copolymer. We as-
sume that the deuterated A and B segments have the same
contrast factors. With this labeling, we will observe the mo-
tions of the protonated B monomers which are the slowest in
this system. We denote the volume fraction of the dA–hB
copolymer chains asa. Figure 2~b! shows the relative am-
plitudes calculated fora50.01.

The dynamics of such mixture is dominated over the
whole q range by the relaxation model2(q), which thus
corresponds to the dynamics of the homopolymer branch B.
In the limits of small (qRg!1) and high (qRg@1) analyti-
cal expressions can be derived:

l2~q!5
q2kBT

N~~12 f !zb1 f za!
, qRg!1,

~37!

l2~q!5kBTq4
ab

2

12zb ,
qRg@1.

ab being the segment length of polymerb. Obviously, at low
momentum transferl2 describes the translational Rouse dif-
fusion coefficient of the whole diblock consideringN(1
2 f ) segments exerting the frictionzb andN f segments ex-
erting the frictionza . In the highq limit, on the other hand,
RPA predicts a strange result: The homopolymer B is pre-
dicted to undergo the same Rouse dynamics as a B ho-
mopolymer in a melt of B polymers. A proper average over
the mixed surrounding is not predicted.

Now we turn to the opposite labeling and consider a
small fraction of hA–dB labeled diblocks in a dA–dB melt.
For a51% the corresponding relative weight factors of the
eigenvalues are displayed in Fig. 2~c!. Now at highq basi-
cally all weight is with eigenvalue (l1), which we interpret
as the motion of the A arm in the diblock copolymer melt. At
lower q in the region where the static structure factor under
hA–dB labeling shows its maximum (q* ) the weight crosses
over to mode (l2), the mode describing the translational
diffusion of the whole molecule. Thus, no matter which arm
we label at lowq always the translational diffusion of the
total diblock is seen, as it should be. Again also for mode

l1(q) we give the asymptotic values for small and largeq,

l1~q!5
3

2

@~12 f !zb1 f za#kBT

Nzazb~Rga
2 1Rgb

2 ! f ~12 f !
, ~qRg!!1,

~38!

l1~q!5
kBTq4aa

2

12za
, ~qRg!@1.

Again at highq the RPA predicts that the dynamics of arm A
is identical to the Rouse motion of an A polymer in an
A-homopolymer melt. At lowq, l1(q) turns into a breathing
mode with a nonvanishing relaxation rate atq50, as the
collective model3(q).

Finally, we consider a mixture of an hA–hB diblock in a
deuterated matrix dA–dB. Figure 2~d! presents the corre-
spondingq-dependent relative weights fora51%. Under
these conditions at highq the theory predicts the observation
of the weighted average of two different homopolymerlike
Rouse rates, while at lowq again the weight turns toward the
diffusive mode (l2). The then breathing model1 ap-
proaches the weight zero.

Finally, we would like to note: While the eigenvalues of
V= describe relaxation properties inherent to the polymer sys-
tem under consideration, the initial slopes discussed at the
end of Sec. II C@Eqs.~32! and~33!# depend on the observa-
tion conditions and thus on the chosen labeling. In general
the eigenvalues combined with the weights may be trans-
ferred directly into initial slopes which are meaningful from
an experimental point of view.

Caution is advisable—as now is exemplified—for the
case of labeling a small fraction of the A blocks in the sys-
tem. Looking at the weights displayed in Fig. 2~c! we realize
that at low q weight crosses over from eigenvaluel1 to
eigenvaluel2 . At the same time the values ofl1 and l2

become grossly different. In an actual experiment clearly a
relaxation corresponding tol2 would be observed. However,
calculating the initial slope following Eq.~33! leads to

G~q!5
kTq2

Naza
.

Thus, the initial slope corresponds to that of an A arm per-
forming translational diffusion without knowing about the
slower arm B. Similarly also the prediction for a small frac-
tion of labeled B arms leads to the unphysical resultG(q)
5 kTq2/Nbzb , again a single arm performing center of mass
diffusion.

Applying the Gaussian approximation, the dynamic
structure factorS(q,t) which is measured in neutron spin
echo experiments can be written in terms of mean square
segment displacements^(r n(t)2r m(0))2& as

S~q,t !5
1

N (
n

(
m

expH 2
q2

6
^~r n~ t !2r m~0!!2&J . ~39!

For qRg@1 and times tot!tR DeGennes26 has derived
an analytic form which—neglecting translational diffusion—
may be expressed as an integral,

S~q,t !5
12

q2l 2 E
0

`

dy exp@2y2~Gqt !1/2k~y~Gqt !21/2!#

~40!
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with

k~y!5
2

p E
0

`

dx
cos~xy!

x2 ~12e2x2
!, Gq5

kT

12z
q4l 4.

In this expressionS(q,t) depends on one single scaling vari-
ableu5q2AWl4t. Wl4 is called the Rouse rate and is given
by Wl453kTl2/z with z the friction coefficient of a segment
of length l .

The first cumulantGR , of Eq. ~40! becomes:

GR5
1

36S 3kTl2

z Dq4. ~41!

Accounting also for translational diffusion Eq.~41! trans-
forms into

GR5
Wl4

36
q2S q21

2

Rg
2D . ~42!

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Samples

Three different polymer systems were investigated: PEE
homopolymer and diblocks of PE-PEE and PEP-PEE.
All polymers were synthesized by anionic polymerization
of butadiene and isoprene monomers followed by subse-
quent hydrogenation or deuteration.27 Sample I was a blend
of fully protonated and fully deuterated polyethylethy-
lene~hPEE/dPEE! with the same degrees of polymerization.
These polymers were derived from linear 1,2-polybutadiene
chains. Short symmetric diblock copolymers of poly-
ethylene–block-polyethylethylene~PE-PEE! were obtained
by deuteration of 1,4-polybutadiene–block-1,2-polybuta-
diene copolymers, thus leading to a nominal composition of
h6d2 of the protonated repeat unit. Samples II and III were
blends of the deuterated dPE-dPEE matrix with 20% of par-
tially protonated hPE-dPEE and dPE-hPEE, respectively.
Sample IV was the pure partially protonated hPE-dPEE
diblock.

Samples V and VI contained long copolymer chains
of poly~ethylene-propylene!–block-polyethylethylene~PEP-
PEE!. The parent materials of these block copolymers were
1,4-polyisoprene-block-1,2-polybutadienes. Sample V was a
deuterated matrix dPEP-dPEE containing 10% of protonated
hPEP-hPEE while sample VI was pure partially protonated
dPEP-hPEE~nominald2h6 composition of PEE repeat unit!
block copolymers. The use of mixtures with partially deuter-
ated components~samples I–III, and V! allowed us to ana-
lyze single chain dynamics while collective chain dynamics
is pooled on samples IV and VI. Table I summarizes all
samples and their characterization.

B. Small angle neutron scattering „SANS…

The SANS experiments were performed at the KWS1
instrument at the research reactor FRJ2 of the Forschung-
szentrum Ju¨lich and at D17 at the Institut Laue Langevin
~ILL ! in Grenoble, France. In Ju¨lich we studied sample IV
~hPE-dPEE!, which was put into 1 mm copper cell with
quartz windows. The cell was filled under inert Ar atmo-

sphere in order to avoid the degradation of the polymer
chains at high temperature. The experiments covered a tem-
perature range 373 K<T<473 K and q range 0.01
<0.1 Å21. Altogether seven temperatures were studied. The
obtained data were corrected for background and detector
sensitivity.

Similarly, sample VI~dPEP-hPEE! was investigated at
D17 at the ILL. There the temperature region around the
order–disorder transition temperatureTODT5473K was cov-
ered 373 K<T<533 K studying a q range 0.01<q
<0.12 Å21 at four different temperatures. Again the data
underwent standard correction procedures and were con-
verted to absolute cross sections.

C. Neutron spin-echo experiments „NSE…

The high resolution inelastic scattering has been per-
formed using the neutron spin-echo~NSE! spectrometer at
the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich for most of the samples and
the NSE spectrometer IN11 at the ILL, Grenoble, France for
the 10% hPEP-hPEE in the dPEP-dPEE sample. The samples
were filled in rectangular niobium cuvettes under argon at-
mosphere. The sample thickness was 2 mm for samples IV
and VI and 4 mm for samples I–III and V. The illuminated
sample area was 30330 mm2. To account for the back-
ground scattering~mainly deeply inelastic multiple scatter-
ing, residual SANS from the cuvette windows, etc.! back-
ground samples of dPEE, dPE-dPEE, and dPEP-dPEE were
investigated and subtracted with the proper correction fac-
tors. Measurements were performed at two temperatures—
473 and 533 K. For the NSE spectrometer in Ju¨lich,28 the
momentum transfer covered was 0.03 Å21,q,0.22 Å21

using five different detector arm settings~q50.05, 0.08, 0.1,
0.14, 0.20 Å21!, where each setting allowed for the extrac-
tion of three to four different adjacentq values within the
multidetector range of60.027 Å21 per setting. We achieved
a q-resolution

TABLE I. Compilation of samples used in the experiments described in the
text.

Polymer
Mw

~g/mol! Mw /Mn

NPEE

~PEE monomer
number!

f PEE

~volume fraction
in PEE!

hPEE 21 550 1.02 385 ¯

dPEE 24 530 1.02 383 ¯

Sample I is a mixture of 20% hPEE in dPEE
hPE-dPEE 16 900 1.02 127 0.5
dPE-hPEE 16 500 1.02 136 0.5
dPE-dPEE 16 400 1.02 130 0.5

Sample II: 20% hPE-dPEE in dPE-dPEE
Sample III: 20% dPE-hPEE in dPE-dPEE
Sample IV: hPE-dPEE

hPEP-hPEE 68 000 1.03 553 0.45
dPEP-hPEE 68 000 1.03 533 0.45
dPEP-dPEE 68 000 1.03 480 0.45
Sample V: 10% of hPEP-hPEE in dPEP-dPEE
Sample VI: hPEP-dPEE
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DqFWHM5A~0.01Å21!21S q3
Dl

l D 2

,

i.e., 0.01 Å21,DqFWHM,0.02 Å21 using a wavelengthl
58 Å with a spread (Dl/l)FWHM50.1. The time range was
0.1,t,22 ns covered by 14 settings. The measuring time
was 1 day per sample and temperature. The reduction of the
multidetector data to theS(q,t)/S(q) curves followed the
procedures described in Ref. 28.

Measurements performed on IN11 at ILL were made at a
wavelengthl58.1 Å allowing us to achieve times up to 20
ns. The accessibleq range amounted to 0.02 Å21,q
,0.165 Å21 with a q resolution of about 20%.

IV. RESULTS

A. SANS measurements

The morphology of a diblock copolymer is controlled by
the competition between the enthalpic and entropic contribu-
tions to the free energy. The enthalpy stems from the repul-
sion between segments of different chemical nature. The de-
gree of incompatibility is characterized by the Flory Huggins
interaction parameterk12 @see Eq.~7!#. Generally at high
temperature the entropic contribution is dominant and the
system appears to be uniformly mixed showing weak spatial
inhomogeneities or concentration fluctuations. At low tem-
perature the enthalpy wins and the system tries to minimize
the number of unfavorable contacts between chemically dif-
ferent segments. Therefore, it undergoes a microphase sepa-
ration characterized by long range order in its composition.
The morphology of a diblock copolymer is directly reflected
by the static structure factor measured by SANS.

Figures 3 and 4 present the temperature-dependent static
structure factors measured on the hPE-dPEE~sample IV! and
dPEP-hPEE~sample VI! copolymer chains, respectively. At
intermediateq the typical peak structure for a diblock co-

polymer is observed which results from the block structure
of the molecule. For the PE-PEE system a peak position near
q* >0.036 Å21 is found while for PEP-PEE as a conse-
quence of the higher molecular weightq* >0.02 Å21 is ob-
served.

For the PE-PEE system, at temperatures below 373 K
crystallization occurs. This diblock copolymer does not un-
dergo the order–disorder microphase separation: the peak
stays broad above 373 K, where the system is in the mean
field regime and concentration fluctuations are low. The data
were analyzed in terms of the RPA structure factor@Eq. ~12!#
where we used expressions for the partial structure factors
allowing for the different segment lengths and thus different
radii of gyration of the two blocks:15

Sii
0 5f iNi Pii ~Ni ,a i !,

Sji
0 5Af iNif jNj Pi j ~Ni ,Nj ,a i ,a j !,

Pii ~Ni ,ai !5
1

Ni
H 112~eaa21!21F12

~12e2Niai !

Na~12e2aa!G J
~43!

Pi j ~Ni ,Nj ,a i ,a j !

5
1

NiNj
e2(a i1a j )/2F ~12e2a iNi !~12e2a jNj !

~12e2a i !~12e2a j ! G ,
a i5

q2ai
2

6
.

Therebyai is the segment length of ani chain, Ni is the
number of segments, andf i is the volume fraction of the
monomers of type ‘‘i . ’’ In order to keep the number of pa-
rameters small and keeping in mind that this sample was far
from the ODT, we fixed the ratio of theai according to the

FIG. 3. Variation of the static structure factor S~q! measured on the hPE-
dPEE diblock copolymer chains~sample IV! as a function of the wave
number q. Temperature:~closed star!: 393 K, ~closed circles!: 403 K,
~closed square!: 413 K, ~inverted triangle!: 423 K, ~closed star!: 433 K,
~open triangle!: 443 K, ~open circle!: 453 K, ~open square!: 463 K. Solid
lines represent the fit with a two-component static RPA approach@Eq. ~12!#.

FIG. 4. Q dependence of the logarithm of the static structure factorS(q)
measured on the hPEP-dPEE diblock copolymer chains~sample VI!. Tem-
perature:~square!: 533 K, ~circle!: 518 K, ~triangle!: 498 K, ~inverted tri-
angle!: 478 K. The dashed lines represent the fit performed with a Lorent-
zian on theq range 0.01 Å1,q,0.035 Å21 in order to determine the width
and the position of the peak. The solid lines represent the fit using a two-
component static RPA approach@Eq. ~12! and ~43!# for 0.01 Å21,q
,0.035 Å21. For a better understanding, the fit and experimental data have
been shifted using a factork: 533 k: k550, 518 K:k510, 498 K:k55,
478 K: k51.
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ratio of the radii of gyration of PE and PEE to what is known
from the literatureRg

PEE5Rg
0 PEEexp(131024 K21(T2T0))

29

andRg
PE5Rg

0 PEexp(2731024 K21(T2T0)).29 With the to-
tal radius of gyrationRg in terms ofai , the kPE-PEEparam-
eter and the total intensity as fitting variables the data were
fitted with Eq.~12! using Eq.~43!. As can be seen from the
solid lines in Fig. 3 a very good data description is achieved.
Figure 6 presents the resulting radius of gyrationRg(T)
which can be described by an exponential temperature de-
pendence with an expansion coefficientHPE-PEE525
31024/K, a value close to the average between PEE and
PE. The absolute value ofRg , however, comes out to about
10% larger than what would be expected from the radii of

the single arms@e.g., 473 K:Rg549 Å; A(Rg
PE)21(Rg

PEE)2

544 Å#. Considering recent results from Rosedaleet al.,30

who found that chain stretching sets in aroundkN>6, our
observation of chain stretching underpins this earlier finding
~for our system we have 6,kN,7!. Figure 5 displays the
obtained temperature dependent Flory–Huggins parameter
kPE-PEE(T) as a function of 1/T. We find the relation
kPE-PEE514.5 K/T20.0106. For comparison we also show
the earlier results of Rosedaleet al. by a dashed line. We
observe the same temperature dependence but a slightly dif-
ferent entropic contribution.

Other than for the previous polymer system, SANS mea-
surements performed on dPEP-hPEE chains show the pres-
ence of an order–disorder transition which occurs at 473 K.
The peak structure is much more pronounced and second-
order maxima are observed, which cannot be described in the
RPA formalism~Fig. 3!. In order to obtain precise data for
the radius of gyrationRg and on the Flory–Huggins param-
eter in a first attempt, we selected the peak region of the first
peak only (0.01 Å21,q,0.035 Å21) and fitted these data
with a Lorentzian giving the position of the peakq* and its
width G. From the peak position we derive the radius of
gyration~q2Rg

253.7995 according to Fredrickson10!. The ef-
fective Flory–Huggins parameterk12

eff is determined from the
correlation length and the radius of gyration of the chains
according to10

G5A 4x* F9~x* !Rg
2

2~F* 22k12
effN!

, ~44!

where x* 53.7995, F9(x* )50.9688, andF* 521.396. Rg

andN are the radius of gyration and the number of segment
of the diblock copolymer chain, respectively. The Flory–
Huggins parameterkPEP-PEEthen follows from Eq.~44!.

The resulting temperature-dependent values forRg and
kPEP-PEEare displayed in Figs. 5 and 6. Other than for the
short chain PE-PEE molecule for PEP-PEE we observe a
strong temperature variation of Rg594.3 exp@21.0
31023K21(T2T0)# @Å # (T05473 K) considerably stron-
ger than what would be expected from the chain expansion
of the homopolymers. Here stretching effects in the neigh-
borhood of TODT contribute significantly~see also Bates
et al.27!. The Flory–Huggins parameter displays a linear re-
gression in 1/T following the relationkPEP-PEE

eff 54.27 K/T
11.831023. In order to compare with earlier SANS-based
data we include the results of Rosedaleet al.30 by a dashed
line in Fig. 6. The agreement is remarkable. Note that exactly
thesek parameters that describeS(Q) well within the RPA
are used as input for the dynamical RPA the results of which
are compared to experiments on the same samples.

Finally, in order to compare with the RPA structure fac-
tor, we also fitted Eq.~12! together with Eq.~43! to the data.
Thereby, particular emphasis was placed on the flanks of the
structure factor of theq range, where the NSE experiments
were performed. These fits usedk12 andRg from the Lorentz
description as constraints and varied the radii of gyration of
the two components separately. The solid lines in Fig. 4
represent the results which agree well in the flanks but show
deficiencies in the description of the main peak. The follow-
ing results are obtained:Rg

PEP575 exp@21.231024K21(T
2T0)# @Å # and Rg

PEE556.9 exp@2731024K21(T2T0)#
(T05473 K) ~see also Fig. 5!. Considering the absolute val-
ues ofRg , we observe that the two blocks are stretched by
10% in comparison with the corresponding PEE and PEP
homopolymers.31,29

FIG. 5. Variation of the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter vs the inverse
of the temperature (1/T): hPE-dPEE diblock~circle!, dPEP-hPEE:~square!.
Our experimental data are compared with the results obtained by Bateset al.
for both systems@dotted lines: up~PE-PEE!; down ~PEP-PEE!#.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the logarithm of the radii of gyration of
the hPE-dPEE chains~inverted triangle! and the dPEP-hPEE chains
~square!, of the PEE block~circles! and the PEP block~triangle! of the
dPEP-hPEE diblock copolymer chains.
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B. Dynamics

The theoretical considerations developed in Sec. II are
concerned with the short time relaxation behavior or the ini-
tial slope of the relaxation function. Deviations from the ini-
tial relaxation could in principle be treated by introducing
memory terms into the equations of motion@see Eq.~19!#; an
approach that leads to considerable mathematical complica-
tions. For our data evaluation we chose an approximation
which accounts for the actual line shape of the Rouse relax-
ation function@Eq. ~40!# neglecting any further effects due
to, e.g., entanglements or intrinsic line shapes induced by
possibly complex relaxation processes in the diblock melt.
This approach allows a stable fit over a time regime large
enough to obtain accurate results. The fitted values for the
Rouse factor yield the initial slopes required by the RPA
theory @see, e.g., Eq.~41!#.

1. Results on the PEE homopolymer

Neutron spin-echo measurements were performed on a
mixture of 20% of hPEE in dPEE at two temperatures—473
and 533 K. Figure 7~a! shows the time dependence of the
intermediate dynamic structure factor measured at 473 K at
different q values. These experimental data were fitted with
the Rouse dynamic structure factor@Eq. ~40!#. The only free
parameter is the Rouse factorWl453kTl2/z, which does not
depend onq.

As can be seen from Fig. 7~a!, we obtain good agree-
ment between the Rouse prediction and the data over the full
time andq range. Furthermore, in order to test for theq
dependence of the spectra we also fitted the experimental
data separately for eachq value. By this procedure we be-
come sensitive with respect to possible variations of the
Rouse factor withq, while the joint fit mentioned above
reveals the average value^Wl4&50.831013Å 4 s21 for the
Rouse factor. The maximal deviation of theq-dependent
Rouse factor from the averagêWl4& amounts to 0.1
31013Å 4 s21.

The same procedure was applied at 533 K with the result
of ^Wl4&52.231013Å 4 s21. The q dependence of the first
cumulantGR @see Eq.~42!# for the PEE at the two tempera-
tures is plotted in Fig. 8. The solid lines display the predic-
tion of Eq. ~42! taking for the Rouse factor the average
^Wl4&. The filled squares and rings correspond to the results
of the individual fits performed at eachq value at 473 and
533 K, respectively. We observe an excellent agreement with
the theoretical expectation. Finally, Table II summarizes the
results at both temperatures.

2. The dynamics of single chains in the block
copolymer melt

As outlined in Sec. II D labeling of a small fraction of
components of one kind allows direct access to the single
chain dynamics of this component. Such experiments were
carried out on samples II and III, where we studied the dy-
namics of the PE or the PEE component within the short
chain PE-PEE diblock. Furthermore, the structure factor of a
fully labeled PEP-PEE chain within a PEP-PEE matrix was
investigated. Considering theq values accessible to NSE
measurements, we analyze in the case of short PE-PEE
chains the dynamics at length scales both smaller and larger
than the structural correlation domains while we only probe
the dynamics for the fluctuations smaller than the structural
correlation domains with the long chain PEP-PEE.

We first present the results measured on the PE-PEE
system. Figures 7~b! and 7~c! show the variation of
S(q,t)/S(q) measured for sample II~20% hPE-dPEE in
dPE-dPEE! and sample III~20% dPE-hPEE in dPE-dPEE!,
respectively. The Rouse factors were determined following
the same procedure as for the PEE homopolymer. Other than
for pure PEE, however, we had to restrict the fitting range in
time (t,6 ns), because at longer times deviations from the
Rouse dynamics due to entanglement constraints become
visible.30 These effects are not studied here.

As has been outlined before, a description of the above
experimental situation within the RPA frame needs a four-
component approach, the mixture of two different~by label-
ing! diblock copolymers~each bringing in two components!

FIG. 7. NSE spectra from:~a! the PEE melt~sample I!, ~b! the 20% labeled
hPE-dPEE fraction in a deuterated PE-PEE matrix~sample II!, ~c! the hPE-
dPEE diblock copolymer melt~sample IV!. Q values in each case from
above,Q/Å 2150.05, 0.08, 0.10, 0.121, 0.187. The solid lines are the result
of a fit with a Rouse dynamic structure factor. Their extent marks the fitting
range; the dashed lines extrapolate the Rouse structure factor. All data were
taken at 473 K.

FIG. 8. Rouse relaxation rates from the PEE melt at~square! 473 K and
~circle! 533 K with the prediction of the Rouse model~solid line! given by
Eq. ~42!.
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within a fictive homopolymer matrix ‘‘0’’ the volume frac-
tion of which is considered to disappear. In this calculation
the bare mobilities are taken from the corresponding ho-
mopolymers, the structure factor data relate to the static
experiments—thus there is no free parameter left.

Figure 9 compares the experimental results with the thus

obtained RPA predictions from Sec. II D. Figure 9~a! dis-
plays theq-dependent eigenvalues as well as RPA initial
slopes together with the experimental initial slopes obtained
from samples II~PE label! and sample III~PEE label!. Fig-

FIG. 9. ~a! Rouse relaxation rates from the labeled PE arm~closed square!
and the labeled PEE arm~open circle! of a PE-PEE diblock copolymer in a
deuterated diblock copolymer matrix at 473 K. The various lines represent
eigenvalues derived from the four-component dynamic RPA approach:l1

~solid line!, l2 ~dash-dotted line!, l3 ~dotted line!. ~b! and ~c! The relative
weightsv1 ~solid line!, v2 ~dash-dotted line!, v3 ~dotted line! of the eigen-
values plotted in~a! for several labeling conditions.~b! Relative weights for
a mixture of a 20% of hPE-dPEE diblock chains in a dPE-dPEE matrix
~sample II!. ~c! Relative weights for a mixture of a 20% of dPE-hPEE
diblock chains in a dPE-dPEE matrix~sample III!. The first cumulant which
is the weighted average of the eigenvalues is represented in dashed line~a!:
upper dashed line: first cumulant of sample II; lower dashed line: first cu-
mulant of sample III.

TABLE II. Experimental Rouse rates for the pure homopolymers and for the block-copolymer melts obtained
from the highq behavior ofG(q) compared to the predictions of the RPA theory. Values ofWl4 are given in
10213 Å 4 s21.

T
~K!

Wl4

PEE

Wl4

PE
Ref. 15

Wl4

20% hPE-dPEE
in dPE-dPEE

Wl4

hPE-dPEE

Wl4

20% dPE-hPEE
in dPE-dPEE

~a! ~b! ~a! ~b! ~a! ~b!

473 0.8 4.2 2 3.8 1.8 1.7 0.97 0.87
60.15 60.15 60.2 60.15 60.15

533 2.2 8 4.1 7.4 3.5 3.6 2.5 2.3
60.2 60.1 60.4 60.2 60.2

T
~K!

Wl4

PEE

Wl4

PEP
Ref. 14

Wl4

10% hPEP-hPEE
in dPEP-dPEE

Wl4

hPEP-dPEE

~a! ~b! ~a! ~b!

473 0.8 3 1.356 1.8 1.5 1.4
60.15 60.1 0.2 60.15

533 2.2 4.4 3.4 3.6 3 3.2
60.2 60.2 60.3 60.2

aExperimental values.
bRouse factor given by the RPA theory.
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ures 9~b! and 9~c! show the weights of the different modes in
the dynamic structure factor which are determined by the
chain labeling. While in the case of the labeled PE at highq
the fast mode dominates, for the labeled PEE the opposite
occurs. At lowerq under both labeling conditions the weight
stays with the slower mode signifying the translational dif-
fusion of the whole molecule. Finally, the RPA-first cumu-
lant which is the respective proper average for the different
labeling conditions, is indicated by a dashed and a point
dashed line.

As pointed out in Sec. II D the RPA theory predicts
two distinct relaxation rates for the PE- and the PEE-labeled
materials. In both cases the dynamics of the respective
homopolymers should be observed at highq in the Rouse
regime. While the experiment shows that the predicted
q dependencies are reproduced well by the data, the abso-
lute values for the observed relaxation rates disagree with
the predictions~see Table II!. In particular the observed
Rouse factors for PE are considerably smaller than pre-
dicted, (Wl4)expt5231013Å 4 s21 compared toWlRPA

4 53.8
31013Å 4 s21 at T5473K. At low q values, the two blocks
display the same single chain dynamics.

The single chain dynamic structure factor for a whole
copolymer chain was measured on sample V containing 10%
of hPEP-hPEE in dPEP-dPEE. In this case, the relaxation of
both blocks of the copolymer contributes to the observed
spectra. The evaluation proceeded using the procedure al-
ready applied for the previous systems. The time regime to
determine the initial decay was restricted tot,10 ns. In Fig.
10~a! the thus obtained experimental values for the first cu-
mulant are compared with the RPA predictions. As may be
seen, we obtain a good agreement between predictions and
the experimental results. From Fig. 10~b!, which presents the
weights of the different relaxation modes in the spectra, we
observe that the dynamics of a fully labeled chain according
to the RPA theory results from an average of the dynamics of
the two homopolymers. At largeq the initial slope for a fully
labeled dilute chain is predicted to coincide with that for the
collective dynamics represented by the eigenvaluel3 .

3. Collective dynamics

The collective dynamics of both copolymer systems was
probed on the partially labeled copolymer chains hPE-dPEE
and dPEP-hPEE. Figure 7~c! presents as an example spectra
obtained from the hPE-dPEE system~sample IV! at T
5473K. As before, the relaxation rate was determined in the
initial decay regime (t,10 ns) by fitting the Rouse dynamic
structure factor to the data. Figure 11 compares the thus ob-
tained initial slopes with the RPA predictions for the two-
component system.

In this case, the RPA predicts that the collective mode
l3 is the only mode that contributes. At largeq good agree-
ment between experiment and RPA prediction is found. Here
the first cumulant is proportional toq4—we are in the Rouse
regime. However, at lowerq values (q,0.06 Å21), in theq
range where the static structure factor for this block copoly-
mer system has its maximum, significant deviations from the
RPA results are obvious. The relaxation rates bend into a
nearly q-independent plateau regime already aroundq

50.06 Å21 and are three to four times faster than predicted.
This fast process is not accounted for by the breathing mode
of RPA.

Similar observations are made on the higher molecular
weight PEP-PEE diblock which undergoes an order–disorder

FIG. 10. ~a! Rouse relaxation rates~closed circle! from the mixture of 10%
of hPEP-hPEE diblock in a dPEP-dPEE diblock copolymer matrix~sample
V! at 473 K. The various lines represent eigenvalues derived from the four-
component dynamic RPA approach:l1 ~solid line!, l2 ~dash-dotted line!,
l3 ~dotted line!. ~b! Relative weights of the eigenvalues plotted in~a!. v1

~solid line!, v2 ~dash-dotted line!, v3 ~dotted line!. The first cumulant is
represented by the dashed line in~a!.

FIG. 11. Characteristic frequenciesG1(q) at 473 K from the hPE-dPEE
melt.
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transition at 473 K. Figure 12 presents the initial slopes ob-
tained at 473 and 533 K. The RPA predicted collective mode
was calculated on the basis of the effective Flory–Huggins
parameter and structural parameters taken from the SANS
experiment. The friction coefficients again were taken from
the experiments on the corresponding homopolymers. At
high q there is again good agreement between the measure-
ments and the RPA predictions. But in the lowq-regime
severe deviations from the RPA values are found.

Again these deviations are observed in the peak region
of the static structure factor revealing a much faster relax-
ation of concentrationlike fluctuations than obtained theoreti-
cally. The observed faster relaxations slow down in the
neighborhood of the order–disorder transition but remain
faster than those predicted by the theory.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Rouse regime „gR g@1…

We would like to reiterate that the RPA calculations
which we use to compare with our data do not contain any
adjustable parameter. The structural information is taken
from the SANS experiments, while the chain dynamics is
introduced via the Rouse relaxation of the corresponding ho-
mopolymers. For all systems considered the associated mo-
nomeric friction coefficients have been obtained experimen-
tally by separate NSE studies in the Rouse regime of the
respective homopolymer melts.

In the high q regime under all labeling conditions the
experimental relaxation rates follow aq4 power law—we are
in the Rouse regime of the RPA theory. Thus far experiment
and theory agree qualitatively. The absolute values for the
relaxation rates, however, do not always follow the theoret-
ical predictions. Let us first consider the case of the collec-
tive dynamics. Figures 10 and 12 show the quantitative
agreement between experiment and RPA prediction in the
high q regime for the hPE-dPEE and dPEP-hPEE diblock
copolymers. Under this labeling the experiment is sensitive
to the collective dynamics~or the concentration fluctuations!.
From Eq.~36! an observation of the average friction coeffi-

cient z̄ is predicted. This may also be traced back directly to
the equation for the first cumulant@Eq. ~33!# which for a
visible A component reads

G~q!5q2kBTmaa /Saa~q!. ~45!

In the highq-regimeSaa is proportional tofa /q2, fa

being the volume fraction of the A component leading im-
mediately to theq4-Rouse relaxation.

The mobility factormaa as it is calculated by the RPA
theory, corresponds to the average between the mobility of
the homopolymer A,maa

0 and the mobility of the surround-
ing matrix formed by the other components in the mixture
denoted bymSM

0 with mSM
0 5Smii

0 for iÞa,

1

maa
5

1

maa
0 1

1

mSM
0 . ~46!

For a hA-dB copolymer system,maa corresponds to the mo-
bility factor which describes the collective dynamics~cd! of
the mixture, it is equal to: (mcd)

215(maa
0 )211(mbb

0 )21.
The collective dynamics of diblock chains thus is character-
ized by an average friction coefficientzcd,

1

zcd
5

1

f za1~12 f !zb
~47!

a result we have also found from the eigenvalueG1 .
We note that the averaging of the friction coefficients

according to Eq.~47! differs from the rule obtained for poly-
mer blends by viscosity measurements.32 From these mea-
surements it is inferred that an averaging of the inverse fric-
tion coefficients should hold

1

zcd
5

f

za
1

12 f

zb
. ~48!

Following Eq. ~48! we would obtain a Rouse factor of
Wl45531013Å 24 s21 for hPE-dPEE~533 K! instead of
3.4531013Å s21 from Eq. ~46! respectively, 3.5
31013Å 24 s21 from the experiment. For the PEP-PEE co-
polymer the corresponding values are 2.9310213Å 4 s21

@Eq. ~47!#, 3.3310213Å s21 @Eq. ~46!#, and 3
310213Å s21 ~expt!. In particular for PE-PEE the Rouse
factor predicted by Eq.~47! would be significantly higher
than measured. Moreover, we observe that the collective
Rouse factor of the PE-PEE copolymer is not very different
from that for the PEP-PEE system in spite the 2 times faster
dynamics of the PE homopolymer in comparison with the
PEE homopolymer. This is well described by Eq.~47! while
the mixing rule of Eq.~48! fails.

For the contrast situations of samples II and III, which
were aiming at the single chain dynamics of the PE and the
PEE components, respectively, the same average in the RPA
prediction formaa is performed between the mobility of the
labeled component~hPE or hPEE! and that of the surround-
ing matrix. However, for the collective dynamics the contri-
butions from (maa

0 )21 and (mSM
0 )21 are of the same order

leading to an average mobility distinct from that ofmaa
0 . In

samples II and III only a small labeled fraction is present.
Sincemaa

0 is proportional to the A volume fraction, it domi-
nates the inverse sum in this case and the mobilitymaa will

FIG. 12. Characteristic frequencies from the long chain diblock~dPEP-
hPEE! at 533 K~upper data! and 473 K~lower data!. The solid lines repre-
sent the RPA predictions for the collective mode.
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be close—and in the limit of very small volume fraction—
identical to maa

0 . In this limit the first cumulant becomes
equal to that of the homopolymer A. Thus, even for a system
in which two components A and B exhibit strongly different
friction coefficients, the RPA theory will predict a relaxation
rate close to that of the labeled homopolymer for the single
chain dynamics. This result is counterintuitive and obviously
spurious but it is related deeply to the basic assumption of
dynamic RPA namely to the fact that the bare mobility ma-
trix is diagonal and does not allow, e.g., for off-diagonal
elements describing, e.g., mutual friction in the bare system.

Also the values of the diagonal elements ofm= 0 might be
different from those corresponding to the Rouse rates of the
pure homopolymers. Within the RPA framework the bare
systems are assumed to be mixed already, however, without
any mutual interaction as expressed by thek parameters, the
changes that occur in the real system are a consequence of a
linear response to the switching on of thek parameters.
However, nothing equivalent is provided for the friction
terms—which are inherently difficult because friction cannot
be cast into an interaction potential. The bare mobility matrix
m= 0 completely ignores that the friction—even of a mixture
with all k parameters equal to 0—may be changed due to a
different embedding.

Since it is expected that any such modification of the
monomeric friction coefficient should depend on the local
composition it is not at all clear whether a modification of
the ansatz ofm0 would suffice. There are also no rules avail-
able that would help to guide how to modifym0.

The experiments on the PE-PEE system revealed a dif-
ference between the single chain dynamics of the PE and the
PEE blocks. But the difference is significantly smaller than
that predicted by RPA. In particular, the dynamics of the PE
block is strongly slowed down by the slow dynamics of the
PEE monomers. As discussed above this slowing down of
the PE single chain dynamics is not predicted by RPA. On
the other hand the single chain dynamics of the PEE compo-
nent is only slightly accelerated by the presence of the PE
monomers and stay rather close to the dynamics of the PEE
homopolymer. Thus, other than RPA predicts the single
chain dynamics of the two components making up the
diblock is affected by the presence of the other component.
This effect is stronger for the fast component than for the
slower one.

The dynamical RPA theory assumes that all the struc-
tural and thermodynamical constraints acting on one compo-
nent and then on its mobility are described by the static
structure factorS(q). Though we observe a good agreement
between experiments and RPA predictions for the static
properties of a diblock copolymer in the mean field regime,
our experiments show that there are dynamical interactions
which influence the mobility of components in a polymer
mixture. They are not taken into account in the dynamical
RPA theory and require an extension of the theory.

B. Low q regime

At low q(qRg>1) the ordering effects in block copoly-
mers show their presence: Atq* an intensity maximum

evolves relating to the formation of lamellar domains in our
high Mw material. The SANS results on PEP-PEE show the
existence of secondary maxima as well as an intensity shoul-
der above the 1/q2 tail of high q. Both phenomena cannot be
explained in terms of the linear response theory and indicate
the presence of well-defined domains beyond simple concen-
tration waves. On the other hand for the short chain material
~PE-PEE! where values of onlykN'6 – 7 are reached the
RPA theory allows an excellent description of all measured
SANS patterns.

In this q regime the dynamic RPA predicts the existence
of breathing modes for small values ofkN, where the two
blocks move with respect to the common center of mass.
With increasing kN important concentration fluctuations
evolve, which in the neighborhood ofq* should—according
to the RPA prediction—induce a significant critical slowing
down of these collective modes.

First we consider the short chain PE-PEE diblock for
which in the temperature range investigatedkN assumes val-
ues between 6 and 7. Under these circumstances concentra-
tion fluctuations should be weak and in the lowq regime
under h–d labeling we should be confronted with the pre-
dicted breathing mode, i.e., theq-dependent relaxation rate
should become constant aroundqRg>2 ~for Rg549 Å this
is expected aroundq'0.04 Å21; see Fig. 11!. Experimen-
tally, deviations from the Rouse dynamics are observed to
commence atq values as high asqRg>5 and atqRg53 a
crossover to a virtuallyq-independent relaxation rate about
four to five times faster than the predicted breathing mode is
found. Furthermore, this phenomenon is only visible under
h–d labeling. Under single chain contrast~Figs. 9 and 10!
these deviations from RPA are not seen. Thus, the observed
fast relaxation mode must be associated with concentration
fluctuations. If we relate the points inq, where the deviations
start to occur, with length scales, then we conclude that we
have found concentration fluctuations at length scales con-
siderably, i.e., up to three times shorter, than predicted by the
dynamic RPA theory.

Similarly the results on dPEP-hPEE exhibit deviations
from the RPA-Rouse regime already aroundqRg>7 (T
5533 K). Thereby, the experimentally observed rates differ
from the predicted rates up to more than one order magni-
tude, see Fig. 12. At the phase transition temperature
(TODT5473 K) however, the effect is greatly reduced and a
general slowing down of the fluctuations is found, though
some deviations~factor of 2! persist.

Such a behavior would be consistent with an extra scat-
tering contribution on top of the scattering described by the
RPA. This extra scattering could account for the fast relax-
ation and if its intensity is insensitive to the ODT the effect
on Gcd would be diminished on approach of the ODT. The
‘‘genuine’’ RPA scattering intensity aroundq* increases and
thereby gets more weight on the initial decay.

The source of the fast extra scattering is not obvious.
However, the indication of second-order correlation peaks in
the SANS data from PEP-PEE even above the ODT means
that concentration profiles in the sample are steeper than sim-
ply sinusoidal function, i.e., the existence of some kind of
interfaces between A and B rich regions may be interfered.33
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These interfaces will fluctuate and thereby yield dynami-
cal scattering contributions, that are not contained in the
RPA description. Whether this tentative explanation also
may hold for the short chain system PE-PEE is not yet
known since the SANS data contain no obvious signature for
spatial density variation beyond RPA describability.

C. Prospects and limitations

The lowest wave vectorsq of the NSE experiments are
still somewhat larger thanq* of the block copolymers. The
region where the theory predicts the biggest effect is only
approached from above but not covered. This experimental
limitation is not primarily caused by an insufficientq reso-
lution but rather a result of limitations in detectability of
minor echo amplitude drops, i.e.,D>(S(Q,0)2S(Q,t
5te))/S(Q). The time range for the determination of initial
slopes is limited by the entanglement timete>10 ns and not
by the time window of the NSE instrument. However, since
the initial slope goes down proportional toq24 with high q
range and toq22 for q→0 theD values to be resolved in the
low q regime are not more than a few percent. The limitation
therefore stems from statistical counting errors and instabili-
ties of the instrument.

To achieve a better coverage of theq* region a polymer
system with a largerx parameter is required such that the
ODT occurs already at lower molecular weights. In addition
the ODT temperature should be high enough to yield suffi-
ciently high mobility values.

VI. CONCLUSION

The present study is the first detailed test of the dynami-
cal RPA theory in a copolymermelt. Measurements of
Si j (q,t) for A–B copolymers melts have been performed
around and above the ODT. By different h–d labeling single
components ofSi j , different linear combinations~yielding
different decay modes! could be observed and be quantita-
tively compared to the predictions of the state of the art
dynamical RPA theory~Akcasu15!.

In the high-q regime a Rouse-type dynamics is observed,
RPA derived mixing rules for mobilities~i.e., monomeric
friction coefficients! seem to be consistent with the experi-
ment for 100% hA–dB samples exhibiting the collective dy-
namics. However, the same rules fail for the single chain
dynamics as observed in 20% hA–dB, 80% dA–dB type
labeling situation.

At lower q the RPA predicts a slowing down of the
collective dynamics aroundq* near the ODT, whereas the
experimentally observed effective initial slopes stay at a
much faster level. Obviously some density fluctuation not
contained within the RPA contributes to the scattering and
leads to a faster dynamics than the RPA at lowq. A possible
source of this scattering could be surface fluctuations.

The deviation found for the mobility combination rules
point to some inconsistencies built into the dynamical RPA
by the assumption of a bare system mobility matrix contain-
ing only diagonal elements, the values of which are identical
to those of the pure components.

In addition the extra, fast fluctuation in the collective
dynamics observed on approachingq* from the largeq side
probably indicate the presence of effects due to the violation
of the conditions forlinear response.
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